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Fusion expands their line of high quality instrument hybrid cases, with the                      
2010 Ltd. Edition F1 Series Alto Sax and Trumpet gig bags. 

Fusion hit the sweet spot, by taking ‘protective-instrument-portability’ to a totally new level. 

When it comes to transporting your instrument, be it guitar, keyboard, cello, brass or woodwind, this British 
based company, offer stunning, innovative, problem solving solutions for the modern musician on the 
move. 

Whilst there are many gig bags on the market, none can offer the versatility and adaptability  
of the high quality Fusion range which now exceeds over 140 models. 
                                                                                                                                                                                   
The Limited Edition 2010 Alto Sax and Trumpet models, follow the company policy where every year, a 
popular line from the Fusion range is re designed and manufactured as a limited edition, offering the 
musician the chance to own a totally unique and individual Fusion product that’s a far cry from any 
mainstream gig bag on the market.  

On the outside, the Limited Edition 2010 range, boasts a highly fashionable profile, with a retro theme 
displaying the Limited Edition metal badge that is numbered consecutively for each product manufactured.   

This exciting line also incorporates the company’s world renowned virtually indestructible design, utilising 
the extremely hard wearing, robust Jacquard material for its severe resistance to liquids, scuffs and 
abrasions, employing 30mm thick foam padded walls for ultimate instrument protection, whilst sturdy 
inverted zips not only look stylish, but also have rubber zip pulls to avoid scratching the instrument.   

There’s also plenty of roomy pockets to cater for accessories, including sheet music, mouth pieces, 
headphones CD’s, Mp3 players and mobile phones etc., all of which are securely stored and protected 
within the soft, non scratch, non fibrous velvet interiors. 

To ensure extreme comfort in transportation, the Fusion 2010 Limited Edition gig bags can be carried 
messenger style, via the heavy duty, side or top mounted steel-reinforced rubber carry handles, whilst 
back pack straps, which can be stored within the rear padded lumber support pouch, make long treks a 
breeze, with a netted area for comfort and ventilation.  

Fusion 2010 Limited Edition Trumpet and Alto sax gig bags are available in Black & Cream, Navy 
Blue & Cream, Burgundy & Cream. RRP: £99 

FUSION… more than just a gig bag!  //ENDS// 
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